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Abstract. There is a tradition of data administrators using record linkage to assess the re-identification risk before releasing anonymized microdata sets. In
this paper we describe a record linkage procedure based on ranks, and we compare the performance of this rank-based record linkage against the more usual
distance-based record linkage to re-identify records masked using several different masking methods. We try to elicit the reasons why RBRL performs better
than DBRL for certain methods and worse than DBRL for other methods.
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Introduction

In statistical disclosure limitation, record linkage procedures are used to assess the effectiveness of the masking mechanism in preventing re-identification by the
adversary [15], that is, preventing the adversary from linking a particular masked
record in the anonymized microdata set with the corresponding original record in the
original microdata set. Such an assessment makes sense because an adversary may
have access to the values of some of the original attributes together with identification
information from an auxiliary source; the adversary could then attempt to link this
identified original record to the masked records using the original attributes whose
values he knows (these attributes are called quasi-identifiers). If successful, the adversary would have linked a masked record as belonging to an identified subject: in that
case, the adversary could link the confidential attributes in the masked record (e.g.
health condition, salary, religion, etc.) to the subject’s identity. This is clearly a privacy violation whose risk needs to be evaluated.
Record linkage procedures are often implemented assuming knowledge of
the entire original and masked data sets. The procedure then attempts to link records
from the masked data set to the original data set. The level of information available to
the adversary is one common disagreement when performing record linkage. Data
administrators often argue that, to realistically assess disclosure risk, record linkage
should assume a level of knowledge by the adversary that is plausible in practice. In

particular the claim that, without knowledge of the actual correspondence between
original and masked records, the adversary cannot verify the accuracy of his record
linkage, that is, he cannot decide whether a linked pair (original record, masked record) is a correct match. For these reasons, they dismiss record linkage results as being
worst-case and hence overly pessimistic. While there is considerable merit in these
arguments, we view record linkage as being useful for two reasons. First, an assessment of the worst-case disclosure scenario is, in our opinion, important information
for the data administrator. Second, even if record linkage is not used for assessing the
risk of disclosure, it serves an important purpose by providing the administrator with
a means to compare the disclosure protection offered by different masking mechanisms. Hence, for the purposes of this study, we will stick to the tradition and perform
record linkage assuming that the entire original and masked data are available.
Our objective in this paper is to evaluate the performance of an alternative
approach for record linkage, namely, perform record linkage based on the ranks of the
original and masked data. Admittedly, we need to assume that the values of attributes
can be ranked, but such an assumption is less problematic than it appears: for numerical or categorical ordinal attributes, ranking is straightforward; for categorical nominal attributes, semantic distance metrics are available that can be used to rank them
(for instance, the marginality distance [3, 14]). While rank based record linkage
(RBRL) has been used in the literature, there are no comprehensive evaluations of its
performance. This is surprising considering that there are rank-based procedures (such
as rank swapping [12,9]) that are frequently used to mask numerical data. When assessing identity disclosure, the commonly used record linkage procedure is distancebased record linkage (DBRL). Our goal is to investigate the application of RBRL for
re-identification of masked data and compare its performance to DBRL.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some background on record linkage, including probabilistic and distance-based record linkage.
Section 3 describes rank-based record linkage. Section 4 presents empirical results of
apply RBRL to re-identify records masked using several different masking methods.
Conclusions and future research directions are summarized in Section 5.
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Background on Record Linkage

Record linkage procedures are used to measure the ability of an adversary to
link the original and the masked records. The most common methods of record linkage are probabilistic record linkage and distance based record linkage [15].
Distance-based record linkage (DBRL) methods link a masked record with
the original record at the shortest distance, for some previously chosen distance. The
main difficulty with such methods is to establish appropriate distances for the attributes under consideration: for numerical attributes, the Euclidean distance seems a
natural option, but for non-numerical attributes deciding on a distance is less obvious
(although, as mentioned above, distances for categorical values are available). An
advantage of DBRL is that it allows including subjective information in the reidentification process (e.g. the attributes can be given different weight when computing distances, that is, those attributes that are considered more relevant for reidentification can be given more weight).

Probabilistic record linkage [7, 10, 16], unlike DBRL, does not require
standardizing all attributes to a common range or specifying weights for each attribute
or choosing a distance. The user (the data administrator in our case) only needs to
provide two probabilities as input: the maximum acceptable probability that a pair of
records that is not a real match is classified as a linked pair (probability of false positive) and the maximum acceptable probability that a pair of records that is a real
match is classified as a non-linked pair (probability of false negative). Probabilistic
record linkage works for any type of attribute (numerical, categorical, etc.) without
any special adaptation. However, the linkage algorithm itself is less simple and less
intuitive than DBRL, which remains the most usual choice if all attributes are numerical.
As mentioned above, for numerical data the most common choice is the simplest one: DBRL with the Euclidean distance. This is what we will take as a benchmark for comparison with our rank-based record linkage. In practice, DBRL is implemented as follows. Let                    represent the original data set and let                    represent the masked
data set, where  is the number of records and  is the number of attributes. In
DBRL, for a given original record, we compute the Euclidean distance to this record
from every masked record. However, since the variance of the individual attributes
can be different, the distance is measured using the standardized (to mean 0 and unit
variance) attributes, rather than the original ones. Let          represent the target original record. Then for each masked record  we compute the distance measure as







  




  






Then  is linked to the masked record with   . The process is then
repeated for every record  in the original data. Many variations of the basic DBRL
have been proposed. A comprehensive discussion of these variations is beyond the
scope of this paper. We refer the interested reader to Winkler [16].
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Rank-Based Record Linkage

The rationale for developing a rank-based procedure is predicated on the
simple premise that many masking techniques such as rank swapping are based on the
ranks. For these techniques, it makes more sense to consider a rank-based record linkage procedure rather than traditional (distance-based) record linkage procedures based
on magnitude. Specialized procedures based on ranks have been developed to assess
the disclosure risk characteristics of rank swapping [13] and micro-aggregation [13,
17]. The interval-based procedure described in [11] can also be considered as rank
based as well: given the value of a masked attribute, the procedure checks whether the
corresponding original value falls within an interval centered on the masked value,
where the interval width can be in terms of rank (a rank difference).

While the above rank-based procedures have been used in practice, they have
been designed for application to specific procedures and/or specific data sets. There
have been no general comparisons of the performance of RBRL and that of DBRL. In
this study we offer such a comparison.
Rank Based Record Linkage Description
Let     and     represent the rank matrices corresponding to 
and , respectively; that is,  represents the rank of record  in  with respect to
attribute ; similarly,  represents the rank of record  in  with respect to attribute .
The procedure is implemented as follows:
  
  
              

      

The procedure described above can be considered as the standardized 
metric version of DBRL performed on the rank matrices  and  rather than  and .
The use of ranks has several advantages. First, no further scaling or standardization is
necessary to account for the difference in the magnitudes. Second, while DBRL is
almost always implemented using the minimum distance criterion, rank-based procedures lend themselves to different criteria for selecting the match based on the characteristics of the masking procedure.
In this study, we consider two criteria, namely  and . The rationale for the  criterion is evident – it is simply the application of the “minimum
sum of squared distance” criterion for DBRL. The  criterion is intended for
procedures such as rank swapping where the records are swapped but are subject to an
upper bound in the swap. In these cases, using the  criterion may be misleading.
Consider rank swapping with an upper bound of  (that is, only records within a rank
difference of  are eligible to be swapped). Even if  is not released to the public, if
the adversary knows that rank swapping has been performed, then it is clear that the
absolute difference in rank between the target record and a masked record has an
upper bound (albeit unknown). Hence, the adversary would use the maximum (across
all attributes) as the measure of match and then choose the masked record that has the
minimum (across all masked records) of the maximum (across all attributes) as the
appropriate match.
In the following section, we describe an experimental investigation to compare the performance of DBRL and RBRL across several masking methods.

4

Experimental Investigation

The objective of this experimental investigation is to evaluate the effectiveness of RBRL and DBRL at linking masked records to original records for different
masking mechanisms. The masking mechanisms that we choose are among the commonly used ones, namely: independent additive noise, correlated additive noise, multiplicative noise, rank swapping, and microaggregation. This choice of mechanisms
represents well some of the diversity of principles used in microdata masking: noisebased, rank-based and cluster-based. We have used as experimental data sets [1]: (1)
the Census data set , consisting of 1080 records and 13 numerical attributes, and (2)
the EIA data set consisting of 4092 records and 10 numerical attributes. These data
sets have been used many times in the literature to evaluate masking mechanisms in
terms of utility preservation and disclosure risk protection.
In each of our experiments, we first generated the masked version of the data
using a specific masking mechanism; then DBRL and RBRL (both versions) were
used to perform record linkage; finally, the number of records correctly linked by
each of the approaches was recorded. For masking methods involving randomness (all
except microaggregation), the experiment was replicated by generating 100 masked
versions of the original data; the results report the percentage of correctly linked records on average over the 100 replications. Since microaggregation involves no randomness, the corresponding experiment was performed only once, and the result is
the percentage of correctly linked records in that single run.
Additive Noise
First we consider independent additive noise which is implemented as follows. The original observation is modified by adding noise independently for each
attribute to result in the masked observation:
         
where  represents the perturbation level and    represents a normal distribution with mean 0 and the specified standard deviation, with  being the standard deviation of  . Since the noise terms are generated independently for each attribute, the
correlation between the noise terms is zero. This can also be viewed as univariate
noise addition where the noise added is based only on the standard deviation of the
given attribute (and independent of the correlation between the attributes).
Given that DBRL is almost exactly the reversal of the noise addition procedure, we expected DBRL to perform better than RBRL for masking using independent noise. The results in Table 1 confirm this. For every perturbation level, DBRL
outperforms both RBRL-Sum and RBRL-Max (with the and  criteria,
respectively). In some cases (Census data,   ), the difference is large with
DBRL correctly identifying 98.3% versus RBRL-Sum correctly identifying 90.0% of
the records. For higher levels of perturbation, the difference is smaller, but consistent.

The re-identification by all methods is much lower for the EIA data. However, in terms of relative performance, the results for the EIA data are very similar to the
ones for the Census data: DBRL consistently outperforms both RBRL methods. Thus,
these results show that for independent noise addition, DBRL is the best record linkage approach.
Between the two RBRL approaches, Table 1 shows that RBRL-Sum consistently performs better than RBRL-Max: there is a significant drop in the percentage of
correctly linked records when using RBRL-Max compared to RBRL-Sum. This again
is not surprising since the  criterion was intended to perform well only in
specific scenarios (such as data swapping).
Table 1. Percentage of correctly linked records with distance-based and rank-based record
linkage for independent additive noise and several values of the perturbation level a

Census Data


EIA Data

DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

0.10

98.4%

90.0%

57.4%

20.2%

12.1%

7.9%

0.25

69.4%

53.7%

33.7%

7.6%

3.7%

2.3%

0.50

26.4%

18.9%

12.6%

2.5%

1.2%

0.7%

0.75

11.6%

7.8%

5.4%

1.1%

0.6%

0.4%

1.00

6.2%

4.2%

2.9%

0.6%

0.3%

0.2%

An alternative to independent noise addition is correlated noise, where the
noise added has the same correlation structure as the original attributes as follows:
        
where  is the i-th original record,  is the corresponding masked record, 
is a noise vector and    represents a multivariate normal distribution with
mean vector equal to 0 for all attributes and covariance matrix a times  , with the
latter being the covariance matrix of the original data set. With correlated noise, we
observe a smaller percentage of records correctly linked at all perturbation levels.
Comparing the different methods of linkage, we find that the results for correlated
noise are very similar to those observed for independent noise. Due to space limitations, we have not included these results.
Rank Swapping
For numerical data, data swapping is usually implemented by swapping values based on the ranks [12]. The swapping parameter  (the maximum allowable
distance between the ranks of the swapped values expressed as a percentage of ) is

specified. For each attribute , the rank of a given record is computed and swapped
with another record within rank distance  (with respect to attribute ). The
process is repeated for all records, and for all attributes (independently for each attribute). As we mentioned earlier, the primary reason to develop the RBRL approach
is to investigate its effectiveness in the context of rank-based masking procedures. In
addition, the  criterion was developed specifically for rank swapping.
Hence, we expect the performance of RBRL-Max to be the best. The results of record
linkage for rank swapping are provided in Table 2.
Table 2. Percentage of correctly linked records with distance-based and rank-based record
linkage for rank swapping and several values of the swapping parameter p

Census Data

EIA Data



DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

1%

98.8%

100.0%

100.0%

75.6%

85.8%

93.6%

5%

88.8%

99.4%

100.0%

13.8%

18.2%

45.1%

10%

60.1%

84.0%

98.5%

2.5%

4.0%

10.0%

25%

7.2%

10.5%

37.5%

50%

0.6%

0.7%

1.0%

0.2%
0.1%

0.3%
0.1%

0.5%
0.1%

100%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

Table 2 indicates that, as expected, RBRL-Max outperforms the other two
methods of record linkage. The interesting aspect is that the percentage of records reidentified with RBRL-Max is higher than with the other two methods by a considerable margin. For the Census data, even when the swapping distance is 25% ( records
with rank difference as high as 270 are swapped), RBRL-Max correctly links over
37.5% of the records. This is much higher than the results observed for rank swapping
by [4] using DBRL. Our results are consistent with those observed by [13]. However,
the ad hoc re-identification procedure in [13] relied on knowledge of the swapping
parameter . In RBRL, we do not assume that this information is available to the
adversary. The performance of RBRL-Max is superior across the board. For the Census data,, rank swapping provides little protection against rank-based record linkage
(re-identification) unless the swapping parameter is  or higher. But with this
high level of swapping, data utility is likely to be very poor.
For the EIA data, fewer records are correctly linked across all methods. We
again find that RBRL-Max performs significantly better than the other two procedures.
RBRL-Sum also outperforms DBRL for both data sets across all swapping
levels. This indicates that for rank swapping, a rank-based record linkage approach is

superior to a distance-based one. While this may not seem a surprising result, what is
surprising is that we do not see rank-based record linkage normally used in the literature to evaluate rank-based masking.
-Distribution Rank Swapping
One of the key issues with rank swapping is that  imposes a strict upper
bound on the swapping distance. When  is known, Nin et al. [13] showed that this
could allow the adversary to link swapped records to the original ones. Even when 
is unknown, the results above indicate that this is a serious threat. To overcome this
problem, [13] proposed a modified rank swapping mechanism, which they call Distribution Rank Swapping. In this approach, rather than using  as a constant maximum swapping distance for all records, they use it as a parameter for a normal distribution with      , from which, for each record, they sample a maximum
swapping distance for that record, with the usual restriction that one cannot swap the
current record to an index below 0 or greater than ; then the actual swapping distance for the record is randomly chosen between 0 and the record’s maximum swapping distance. The advantage of this approach is that there is no strict upper bound on
the swapping distance across the records. Theoretically, it is possible for the swap
value for a given record to be as high as . When this modified rank swapping mechanism is implemented, the procedure that [13] used for re-identification performs
poorly. In this section, we investigate the performance of the three record linkage
procedures for -distribution rank swapping.

Table 3. Percentage of correctly linked records with distance-based and rank-based record
linkage for -distribution rank swapping and several values of parameter p

Census Data

EIA Data



DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

1%

98.4%

100.0%

100.0%

5%

81.3%

97.4%

99.1%

10%

40.8%

63.5%

81.9%

25%

2.9%

3.7%

10.1%

50%

0.2%

0.2%

0.5%

100%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

Table 3 provides the percentage of correct linkage resulting from the application of the three linkage procedures for selected parameter values of -distribution
rank swapping. The results indicate that, as before, RBRL-Max performs better than
the other three approaches. Not surprisingly, the percentages of correct linkages are

somewhat lower than those obtained for simple rank swapping (Table 2), since some
records could possibly have been swapped by a distance potentially as high as .
While the average swapping distance for a given value of  is likely to be the same as
before, the variability introduced by the use of a random variable does lower the record linkage success. In terms of relative performance among the record linkage procedures, the results are similar to those of simple rank swapping: RBRL-Max correctly links the most records, followed by RBRL-Sum, and DBRL correctly links the
fewest records.
Multiplicative noise
One of the features of noise addition is that the magnitude of the noise is independent of the magnitude of the original value. When the original values are from a
skewed distribution, this leads to a situation where too much noise is added to small
values and too little noise is added to large values. To overcome this problem, multiplicative noise has been used to mask data as follows:
   
The selection of the distribution of  must be done carefully so as to ensure
that the resulting masked values are in the appropriate range. In this study, we use a
simple distribution for         where  represents the perturbation level. Multiplicative perturbation is performed independently for each attribute.
The results of applying the three record linkage procedures to multiplicative perturbation are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Percentage of correctly linked records with distance-based and rank-based record
linkage for multiplicative noise and several values of the perturbation level 

Census Data


EIA Data

DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

0.10

99.0%

99.7%

98.9%

64.2%

76.5%

79.4%

0.25

64.7%

81.5%

73.5%

19.2%

32.6%

38.5%

0.50

18.2%

31.5%

22.5%

4.1%

11.4%

13.7%

0.75

6.1%

10.7%

7.9%

1.5%

4.6%

5.6%

1.00

3.0%

4.1%

3.5%

0.8%

1.7%

2.0%

We had hypothesized that DBRL would perform better for magnitude-based
masking mechanisms and RBRL (Sum or Max) would perform better for rank-based
masking mechanisms. Hence, for multiplicative noise (which is magnitude based), we

expected DBRL to perform better than both RBRL procedures. However, Table 4
indicates that RBRL performs better than DBRL for multiplicative perturbation. For
the Census data, across all perturbation levels, RBRL-Sum results in a higher percentage of correctly linked records, in some cases, by a large margin. For instance, for the
Census data, when   , RBRL-Sum correctly links approximately 81.5% of the
records, while DBRL correctly links only 64.7% of the records. The performance of
RBRL-Max is in the middle, correctly linking 73.5% of the records. This is observed
consistently across all perturbation levels for the Census data (with the exception of
the perturbation level of 0.05 where RBRL-Max performs slightly worse than DBRL).
As before, for the EIA data set, fewer records are correctly linked for every
perturbation level. RBRL performs better than DBRL for this data set as well. Between the two RBRL methods, RBRL-Max performs consistently better than RBRLSum. This is different from the results observed for the Census data and somewhat
surprising. But perhaps more surprising is the fact that RBRL methods outperform
DBRL in all cases across both data sets. This result was not expected and deserves
further investigation.

Microaggregation
The last masking mechanism that we considered is individual-ranking microaggregation. In this mechanism, an aggregation parameter  is specified. For each
attribute, the individual original values are replaced by the average of the  closest
neighboring values. The procedure is then repeated for each attribute. Table 5 shows
the record linkage results using the three approaches for different values of . Unlike
the previous methods where a common masking parameter was used across both data
sets, for microaggregation we used different values of  for the two data sets (larger
values for the larger data set). As indicated earlier, there is no random component in
the implementation of microaggregation. Hence, the results presented correspond to a
single run of the mechanism on the Census data.
For the Census data, Table 5 indicates that both RBRL methods outperform
DBRL by a significant margin (except when  is small, in which case all methods are
equally successful). For instance, with   , DBRL correctly links 60.2% of the
records while both RBRL methods correctly link approximately 96.5% of the records.
Even with what would be considered an extremely high value of  , the two
RBRL approaches correctly link 65% of the records in the Census data. This again
confirms the conclusions of [2,4] that individual-ranking microaggregation is highly
susceptible to re-identification (in contrast, multivariate microaggregation satisfies the
-anonymity privacy model and hence offers probability of re-identification  [6]).

Table 5. Percentage of correctly linked records with distance-based and rank-based record
linkage for microaggregation and several values of the aggregation parameter 

Census Data

EIA Data



DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax



DBRL

RBRLSum

RBRLMax

10

99.8%

100.0%

100.0%

341

6.4%

61.4%

61.4%

54

96.5%

100.0%

100.0%

372

5.4%

56.3%

56.3%

108

89.7%

100.0%

100.0%

682

0.9%

30.7%

30.7%

270

38.8%

87.9%

87.9%

1023

0.1%

15.4%

15.4%

360

21.3%

65.0%

65.0%

1364

0.0%

8.7%

8.7%

540

9.6%

24.5%

24.5%

2046

0.0%

3.3%

3.3%

The difference between RBRL and DBRL is even more dramatic for the EIA
data. With   341, DBRL correctly links only a small percentage (6.4%) of the
records, while both RBRL methods correctly link almost ten times as many records
(61.4%). Across all values of , we note that both RBRL methods provide significantly higher linkage percentages compared to DBRL methods.
Another result is of particular interest, is that the performance of both RBRL
methods is exactly the same; every correctly linked observation using RBRL-Sum is
also correctly linked by RBRL-Max. The possible explanation for this result is the
following. With rank swapping, the masking is performed using only the ranked values. With multiplicative noise, the masking is performed by relative magnitude. Micro-aggregation is a combination of the two – the groups are identified by ranks and
then aggregated by magnitude. This combination yields the interesting result that both
RBRL methods perform exactly the same.

5

Conclusions and Future Research

We have presented a general rank-based record linkage procedure, as an alternative to distance-based record linkage and probabilistic record linkage. We then
have given an empirical performance comparison with distance-based record linkage
at re-identifying records masked with several different masking methods. Our results
indicate that, whenever a masking method explicitly or implicitly ranks the original
data, RBRL outperforms distance-based record linkage. Furthermore, and rather unexpectedly, RBRL also outperforms distance-based record linkage for masking by
multiplicative noise. We have considered rank-based record linkage with two different criteria (the sum of rank differences and the maximum rank difference). None of
the two criteria outperforms the other for all the methods tried: which one is best de-

pends on the masking method being attacked. Also interesting is the fact that for microaggregation, both RBRL procedures (Sum and Maximum) perform in an identical
manner, correctly linking exactly the same records.
Originally, we had hypothesized that distance-based record linkage would
perform better for masking procedures based on magnitude (additive and multiplicative noise) and rank based record linkage for masking procedures based on ranks (data
swapping). Microaggregation was a special case where the identification of the records to be aggregated is based on ranks but the actual aggregation is performed on the
values. Here we expected both record linkage methods to be equally effective. The
results however indicate that rank-based record linkage outperforms distance-based
record linkage for both multiplicative noise and microaggregation. This suggests an
alternative explanation, namely that rank-based record linkage performs better for
masking methods where the level of masking is a function of the magnitude or rank of
the actual original value. The only masking methods in our experiment where the
masking is independent of the actual value are independent and correlated noise procedures. Distance-based record linkage performs better only in this case. In all other
methods, the masking is a function of either the magnitude (multiplicative noise), or
the rank (rank swapping, p-distribution swapping), or both (microaggregation), of the
actual original value. Rank-based record linkage performs better in all these cases.
We believe that this is an interesting phenomenon that deserves further investigation.
As additional future work, we plan to extend our experimental work by comparing RBRL also against probabilistic record linkage, and increasing the number of
masking methods tested. Particularly intriguing is the re-identification effectiveness
of RBRL for other masking methods implicitly based on ranks, such as PRAM [8].
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